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PADUCAH, Ky.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Computer Services, Inc. (CSI) (OTCQX:CSVI), a provider of end-to-end
financial technology solutions, recently held CSI Customer Experience 2020 (CX20), which was attended virtually
by nearly 1,300 customers, banking executives, technology practitioners and industry partners. Among the
attendees were 19 prospective companies considering CSI as their new technology partner.

CX20—CSI’s first all-virtual customer conference—offered attendees educational content on a variety of topics,
including digital transformation, payments, cybersecurity, regulatory compliance, and other key industry issues.
Throughout the three-day event, attendees had the opportunity to gain deeper insight into fintech and regtech
trends, engage with industry professionals and virtually connect with each other during expert-led breakout
sessions, live chats, interactive product demos and a collaborative Fintexpert™ Lounge.

Daniel Burrus, CEO of Burrus Research and renowned technology and business strategist, and Michael
McNamara, economy expert and Senior Principal with Mastercard SpendingPulse, served as the keynote speakers
for CX20. Burrus shared insight on the global trends and innovations that will shape the financial industry in the
coming year, while McNamara discussed the effects of COVID-19 on the U.S. economy.

In addition, to highlight the positive community impact of financial institutions across the country, CSI partnered
with Feeding America—the nation’s largest domestic hunger-relief organization—for a community outreach initiative
during the conference. For every photo shared by attendees using #CX20Cares, CSI donated on their behalf to
help fight U.S. food insecurity. In surpassing its initial goal, CSI donated funds to provide 104,507 meals to those in
need.

“Although CX20 was hosted virtually this year, our attendees enjoyed a world-class experience and were able to
exchange ideas and knowledge with their peers and industry experts across the fintech and regtech industries
about the technology and trends that will take them to the next level,” said Steve Powless, CSI’s chairman and
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CEO. “And as it has every year, our conference allowed us to connect with our customers and prospects and
demonstrate our commitment to forward-thinking solutions and expert service.”

CSI Customer Experience 2021 will be held at the Gaylord Rockies in Denver on Sept. 14-16, 2021.

About Computer Services, Inc.

Computer Services, Inc. (CSI) delivers innovative financial technology and regulatory compliance solutions to
financial institutions and corporate customers across the nation. Through a combination of expert service, cutting-
edge technology and a customer-first mentality, CSI excels at driving businesses forward in a rapidly changing
industry. CSI’s expertise and commitment to authentic partnerships has resulted in the company’s inclusion in such
top industry-wide rankings as the FinTech 100, American Banker’s Best Fintechs to Work For and MSPmentor Top
501 Global Managed Service Providers List. CSI’s stock is traded on OTCQX under the symbol CSVI. For more
information about CSI, visit www.csiweb.com.
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“I have that confidence that CSI truly takes care of us and knows what our goals and 
expectations are and continues to support us as a company without me having to worry," said 
Scott Horton, CFO of Verus Bank of Commerce. 

Read more about our partnership: bit.ly/3ksai9G
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During our first all-virtual customer conference, attendees gained insight into fintech and 
regtech trends through expert-led sessions, interactive demos, networking and more. Learn 
more about how we delivered a unique virtual experience at #CSICX20. bit.ly/3a2QQ1l
  

 

How does synthetic identity fraud differ from traditional identity theft? Find out more about this 
financial crime and how your institution can help stop it: bit.ly/3nrw4wu
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